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Efficient Minimax Design of Networks

without Using Derivatives

KAJ MADSEN, OLE NIELSEN, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE,

HANS SCHJIER-JACOBSEN, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE, AND

LARS THRANE, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE

Absfracf—A new rninhnax netsvork optimization algorithm not
requiring derivatives has been developed. It is based on successive
linear approximations to the nonlinesr functions defining the prob-
lem. Adequate modeliig of distributed parameter circuits for op-
timization purposes often involves parasitic, etc., which makes the
gradient computation by the adjoint network method or related
methods rather complicated, and often numerical errors are Mro-
duced in the gradients. Consequently, the algorithm is found to be
of particular relevance in optimum design of practical microwave
networks. The relative advantages of the proposed algorithm are
established by comparison with known gradient and nongradient
algorithms based on optimization of cascaded transmission-line
transformers. The relevance to microwave filter design is demon-
strated by an example which represents an improvement of analytical
filter design results. Finally, optimum broad-band design of a prac-
tical coaxial transferred-electron reflection-type amplilier is carried
out by means of the proposed method. The results are supported by
experimental verification.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N A RECENT panel discussion [1], it was generally

agreed that even if a number of automated optimiza-

tion algorithms have been published during the past years,

only a few examples of practical use to real microwave

circuit design problems have appeared in the literature.

This is particularly true when methods that make use of

objective function derivatives are considered. We think
that one of the reasons for this is that although very efi-

cient methods for gradient computations have been de-

veloped [2], these methods are not easily implemented for

microwave circuits described by dktributed parameters

for the following reasons. When adequately modeling a

microwave circuit for optimization purposes, parasitic and

junction effects must be taken into account in order to

establish correlation with measured.performance at a later

stage of the design process. However, such effects most

often have to be included in the circuit model by tabulated

data eventually represented by function approximations.

One is therefore well motivated to try to develop efficient

and reliable optimization methods that do not require

derivatives.

Early attempts to develop nongradient optimization

procedures, of which some examples may be found in

[3]-[8], have mainly been based on modifications of
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single-parameter optimization schemes in conjunction

with standard objective function definitions. A relatively

small amount of work has been done to establish the in-

dividual advantages of different approaches, and since the

advent of the adj oint network method [9] attention has

been focused on the development and testing of efficient

gradient methods, notably by Bandler and his co-workers

[10}[12] and others [13>[16].

The purpose of thk paper is to present a new minimax

optimization algorithm that does not require derivatives

and to report on its application to realistic design of prac-

tical microwave networks. The new approach is based

on successive linear approximations to the nonlinear equa-

tions defining the optimization problem. The approxi-

mating linear systems are solved in the rninimax sense with

automatically adjusted bounds on the solutions, thereby

creating a sequence of response functions that will even-

tually converge to the optimum response specified by the

designer. In presenting a new algorithm, we find it in-

dispensable that its performance is related to results ob-

tained by other workers, and this is done by considering

both gradient and nongradient algorithms.

II. THE NEW ALGORITHM

A. Mathematical Description

The present method for nonlinear minimax optimization

uses derivative approximations which are updated by a

rank-one updating formula rather than exact derivatives

[16].

The problem is that of minimizing

F(x) = max 1j~(x) I (1)

where

is a set of residuals which are nonlinear functions of the

design parameters x. In the iteration we find an increment

hk to add to the approximate solution %k, and the next

iterand %k+l is either %k or xk + hk. Now the approximate

derivative matrix at the point .%k+l,Bk+l is found by the
Broyden updating formula [17]

where f(x) = ( ~I(x),. ” “A(x) ). (Note that this form~a
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requires no extra calculations of function values. ) The

initial approximation & is found by a difference approxi-

mation

~jt(o) = fj(xo + ‘e~)– .fj(XCJ)
t

(4)

where t is a small positive number, and ei is the ith coordi-

nate vector.

In order that the matrices B~ are good approximations

to the derivative matrices at Xk, ~ = 1,2,..., it is important

that the directions hk satisfy some linear independence

condition. This is ensured by letting every third iteration

be a “special iteration” in which hk is chosen such that for

every 3n consecutive directions, h-l, -.. ,hH3~, there is

a subset which is a basis for the vector space Rn. This

method is due to Powell [18].

The “normal iterations” of the algorithm go as follows.

Let F,(h) be defined through

F,(h) = II j(xk) + Bkh II (5)

where the norm is

Ilull=rnaxlwl. (6)
lg<m

Then hk is found as solution to the linear problem

Fk(hk) = tin {Fk(h) ). (7)
IlhllsAk

This subproblern maybe solved by a standard linear pro-

gramming routine, but it is solved more efficiently by a

method which is similar to the exchange algorithm [19].
The point (xk + hk) is chosen as the next point in the

iteration if the decrease in the objective function F is satis-

factory compared to the decrease in the linear approxima-

tion Fk, more precisely, if

AkF ~ o.olAkFk (8)

where

AkF = F(Xk) – F(.G + h) (9)

and

&Fk = F.(O) – Fk(hk) . (lo)

If (7) fails, we let x~+l = Xk.

The bound ~k+l is found as follows. If

AfiF <0. ~AkFk (11)

then we let

Al+, = o.711hk]l . (12)

As a consequence of this the bound will decrease when

XMI = Xk, and this ensures that the iteration cannot stop

at a point which is not a local minimum of F. If (11) fails,

and

&2Fk < @kF (13)

where

A,2F, = II f(%, + h,) – { j(X.) + fikh,] II (14)

then we choose Xwl = min { A,max (A~,2 \I hk [I) } where

A >0 is a general upper bound on the step length. If

neither (11) nor (13) is satisfied, we let ~k+l = II hk I[ .
The choice of constants in formulas (11 )– ( 13) is based on

our experience with the algorithm.

In the special iterations, the directions hk are found as

in [18] and the step length is ~k. hk k a muhiple of the first

row in an orthogonal n X n matrix Dk which has the

property that the space spanned by the last j rows in

Dk is the same as the space spanned by the firsts elements

in the sequence hk–1,hk--z,”” =, s being chosen as small as

possible. In these iterations ik+l = hk, and xk+l = Xk unless

F(x~ + h.) < F(xk) (15)

in which CaSe xk+l = xk + hk.
For the sake of clarity, a flow diagram of the algorithm

is shown in Fig. 1.

In [20] it is shown that the method has sure convergence

properties, and also that if the problem under considera-

tion is nonsingular, then the final rate of convergence is

superlinear.

B. Practical Implementation

The proposed algorithm has been implemented for a

digital computer (IBM 370/165) in double precision

calculateresiduals and
derivative appmxinations

y=

1

find $frcsn:k

\+, ‘ \
find solution

linear pr.3b1em?7;f
no w I

A

calculateresiduals

‘t%+Qk

Y-

1
\+l’.71!3Jl

DIV , .TRUE.

1

ak+l’- 1

I

t 7

. ‘k+l ‘
k = k+l

STOP
)

Fig. ~. Simplified mathematical flow diagram of minimax algorithm.
(variables with a single nnderbar are boldface italic in text.
Variablea with double underbars are boldface italic with an
overbar in text.)
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Fortran IV.l The subroutine is very easy to apply. The

user needs to program a subroutine for calculating the

residuals jj(x), and to provide initial values XO for the

sequence of vectors and hO for the sequence of bounds;

further, the upper bound A for the step length and the

value of tin formula (4) must be chosen.

Ashould notbe chosen too large, since this might cause

bad derivative approximations during the iteration. The

more variables zi, thesmaller Ashouldbe chosen. &must

not be greater than A; normally A is equal to AOor a small

multiple of h. In all examples to follow we have used

A = 2A0 and XO= 0.1. The value of t is not critical. We

have used t = 10–8, and also tried t = I@_G, which gave

no difference at all.

The program package is available from the authors on

request.

III. COMPARISON WITH KNOWN ALGORITHMS

The proposed nongradlent algorithm is compared with

known algorithms on the basis of optimization of two-

and three-section cascaded transmission-line 10:1 trans-

formers (Fig. 2) over a 100-percent bandwidth [6]. The

residuals have been defined as

fi(~) = * I Pi(x) l’, j = 1,2,...,11 (16)

where Pj is the complex reflection coefficient at the jth

sample frequency with the eleven normalized sample fre-

quencies being given as (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.77, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1,

1.23, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5) in the three-section case and being

equidistantly spaced in the two-section case. The basis of

algorithm comparisons will be the total number of trans-

former response evaluations required to bring the maxi-

mum reflection coefficient

within 0.01 percent of its optimum value in the two-section

case and within five correct digits in the three-section case.

In Fig. 3 (a)–(d) the value of (17) is depicted as a func-

tion of the number of network response evaluations N

for the two-section quarter-wave transformer with dif-

ferent starting points. Also shown are the corresponding

curves for the gradient algorithm presented by Madsen

et al. [16].

In Table I comparisons are made with previously pub-

lished algorithms. It should be pointed out here that the

number of network evaluations required by the gradient

methods includes evaluation of the gradients by the ad-

joint network method. If, however, the adjoint network

method is not feasible, numerical differentiation has to be

carried out in each step. This point is demonstrated by

the entry in Table I showing results for a gradient algo-

rithm [16] when (4) is applied for the derivatives instead

of the adj oint net work method. The results from Table I

indicate that the new method is significantly faster than

1Although double precision is not necessary for any of the ex-
~Pl~ presen~d, we use it because the difference in computing
time between single snd double premslon on the IBM 370 is negli-
gible.

Fig. 2. Three-section cascaded transmission-line 10:1 transformer.
Characteristic impedances Z and electrical lengths 0 (radians at
center frequency).
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Fig. 3. Reduction in maximum reflection coefficient for a two-
section 10:1 quarter-wave transformer with 100qpercent band-
width optimized to O.01-percent accurac . —
[16]. [

gradient method
— new method. Starting points 2,,2,): (a] (1.0,3.0); (b)

(1.0,6.0); (C) (3.5,6.0); (d) (3.5,3.0).

TABLE I
OPTIMIZATIONTO O.01-PERCENTACCURACYOF A TWOI-SECTION10:1

QUARTER-WAVETRANSFORMERWITH 1OO-PERCENTBANDWIDTH

Starting Values

Z2
:;.5 3.5

::: ii:: ti. o 3.0
Number of Network Evaluations

Gradient Methods
Grazer [10] 126 83 52 29
Least pth [11] (p = 100) 22 30 15 14
Madsen et al. [16]
Same, but with numerical :7 :: ;; ;:

differentiation
Nongradient Methods

Razor [6]

New algorithm
{~:~ {J; & t;:

28 23 25 29

the other direct method compared with, namely, razor

[6]. It further compares favorably with the gradient

methods.

In Fig. 4 and Table II, left column, result;s are quoted

for the three-section quarter-wave transformer. Table II,

right columns, give the corresponding results when both

impedances and lengths are varied. Again, the new al-

gorithm is superior compared to the razor search strategy.

.4mong the gradient algorithms, the least pth objective

[12], in conjunction with the Fletcher variable metric

algorithm [14], still possesses the fastest convergence on

the only two test cases for which results are available.
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Fig.. 4. Rwluction in maximum reflection coefficient for a three-
section 10:1 quarter-wave transformer with 100-percent band-
width optimized to O.01-percent accuracy. — gradient method
[16]. — new method. Starting point (ZI,Z2,Z3): (~ .0,3.16228,
10.0).

TABLE II
OPTIMIZATIONTO FIVE CORRECTDIGITS OF A THREE-SECTION 10:1

TRANSFORMER wrrE 1OO-PERCENT BANDWXDTH

Fixed Variable Lengths
Lengths and Impedances

staring values
1.0 1.0 1.5

e, T/2 u/2 0.8. w/2
z, 3.16228 3.16228 3.0

T/2 lr/2
2s

1.2.7r/2
10.0 10.0 6.0

68 T/2 7r/2 0.8. ~/2

Number of Network Evaluations
Gradkmt Methods

OsborneWatson [10], [15] 199 860’ 237”
Grazer [10] 219 696 498
Least oth [121 155 95

(Average values)
Madsen et al. [161 99 707 253

Nongradient Methods
Razor [6] 406 1300’ 1250a
New algorithm 251 824 540

‘ Solution not reached with required accuracy.

IV. IMPROVED DESIGN OF
INTERDIGITAL FILTERS

Consider the interdigital filter shown in Fig. 5(a), where
~ ~hort.circuited lines of equal electrical length @are 10-

cated above a common ground plane. Fig. 5(b) is a cross-

sectional representation of the filter. The distributed ca-

pacitance parameters Ci and Ct,+l are defined as follows:

Ci capacitance to ground per unit length for the

ith conductor;

C<,i+l mutual capacitance per unit length between the
ith and the (i + 1) th conductors.

Coupling between nonadjacent lines is assumed negligible.

A seven-section Chebyshev bandpass filter having the

relative bandwidth w = 0.6 and O.ldB passband ripple

is designed using the procedure developed by Pang [21].

It is known that the filter may be chosen symmetrical,

thus leaving four self-capacitances and three mutual ca-

pacitances to be determined. The impedance level iti each

(a)

Fig. 5. (a) Interdigital filter structure. (b) Cross-sectional repre-
sentation.

interior section of the filter may be varied arbitrarily

within the realizability conditions, corresponding to three

degrees of freedom in the design. These are utilized to set

(7~,2 = Cs,z = C3,4 and f72 = C3.

The calculated normalized capacitance values are shown

in Table III. The parameter h in Pang’s design method

has been chosen to the value 1/ (cO)1/2,2where

co = (Cos (w.7r/4)).

The computed response of the filter is shown in Fig. 6.

The maximum VSWR in the passband is 1.34.

In order to improve the filter response, an optimization

design process is carried out under the following conditions.

1) The capacitance values obtained by the approximate

design are used as initial values.

2) The stopband attenuation at 1.0 GHz shall be re-

tained.

3) The three degrees of freedom are utilized to set

Cl,, = C,,z = Ct,, and C, = Ct, thus leaving only four

parameters to be varied.

The problem is to minimize max, jj (x), where

I
Pj(x), in the passband

fj(x) =

Pj (X) – PO, in the stopband. (18)

PO corresponds to the insertion loss at 1.0 GHz, and Pi(x)

is the insertion loss at the jth frequency. Sixty-one uni-

formly spaced frequencies were selected from the pass-

band, and a single frequency, namely 1.0 GHz, from the

stopband.

With e = 10__5 (Fig. 1), 25 filter response evaluations

were necessary in order to obtain convergence. The op-

timized response is shown in Fig. 6, and the corresponding

capacitance values are shown in Table III. As can be seen

from Fig. 6, a reduction of the maximum VSWR has been

achieved, the maximum value in the passband being 1.29.

2A private communication with the author has revealed that the
o timum choice of the parameter h should read h = 1/(co)llz instead
i’o (CO)I/z ss stated in the original paper.
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TABLE III
NORMALIZED CAPACITANCES FOR INTERDIGITAL FILTER

.

i Ci.Rg/e ‘i Ci,i~,.R~/~
Pang Optimized Pang Optimized

493.4 494.6
2,$~,6 778.8 810.6 1,...,6 431.6

4
443.0

952.5 954.0

Note: R, is the generator impedance and . is the dielectric constant.

50, 1

Li
ATTENUATION

[dB]

40

30

1,5 20 2,5

20

---- Pang’s des!gn

l\
—.———Optimized

10

I

oLL_-_Ju
10 1,5 2.0 2.5 3.0

FREQUENCV [GHZ]

Fig. 6. Computed responses of seven-section interdigital filter.

It is noticed that an exact equiripple response has been

obtained. Comparing the capacitance values of the initial

and the optimized design, a slight increase of all the values

is noticed.

As a future refinement of the optimization, it is foreseen

to include the effects of end capacitances so that the com-

puter model more closely will resemble the physical struc-

ture of the filter. Taking these and other nonideal effects

into account, the design procedure will have been extended

beyond the point where any exact ‘analytical method can

be applied.

V. OPTIMUM DESIGN OF MICROWAVE

REFLECTION AMPLIFIERS

Transferred electron devices (TED’s) exhibiting a stable

broad-band negative resistance may be used in microwave

reflection amplifiers [22]. AS the negative resistance of

the TED is frequency dependent, it is “preferable to make

use of a computer-aided design approach to achieve a
specified amplifier response [23~[25]. In this section

we report on the application of the proposed minimax al-

gorithm in designing a multiple-section coaxial transformer

for gain equalization, taking into account step capacitances

and losses. The structure under consideration is shown in

Fig. 7(a) and an equivalent diagram in Fig. 7(b), the dis-

PACKAGED HEAT

T r \u

ZL z; Z.
DIODE COLLET

SINK

(b)

Fig. 7. Microwave reflection amplifier. (a) Phy,ical structure.
(b) Equivalent network.

!?0
40

XD

(Q)

/1

so (’2)

10 -

X. 20

10

.,o~;,.,o
6 7 e 9 10 11

FREQUENCY (GHz )

Fig. 8. Measured small-signal impedance Z~ = R~ + jX~ of
packaged TED. Device data: nO = 1.5. 10%m-i], L = 12 pm,
R, = 5.6 !2, v, = –8.7 ~.

continuity capacitances Cl – C%being given in [26], [27].

The packaged GaAs TED is represented by its measured

small-signal impedance Z~ (Fig. 8) and the load impedance

ZL is also included by measured data exhibiting a VSWR .

up to 1.4 within the frequent y band of interest. In Fig. 9

the experimental setup “is sketched, indicating that if a

circulator is introduced its frequent y chari~cteristic, to-

gether with the bias network, may be described by ZL.

Clearly, this model represents a case where the derivatives

would have been obtained by the adj oint network ap-

proach only at the expense of considerable numerical

efforts.

In a practical design example, the residuals have been

defined as
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nNETWORK
ANALYZER

+1-
1

SWEEP REFLECTION BIAS GUNN
OSCILLATOR _ TRANSMISSION _ NETWORK DIODE

TEST UNIT ANO
ALFREO HP 11590A

-T
MATCHING

MOOEL 6s0 HP 8743 A NETWORK

ZL1p

Fig. 9. Experimental setup.

fi(x) =IIV12– IP012 (19)

where

ZD’ –ZL*

‘~= ZD’+ZL’
j= 1,...,41 (20)

(* denotes complex conjugation), a~d I po 1’ is the specified
power gain (x5 dB) from 7 to 11 GHz, the sample fre-

quencies being equidistantly spaced. With the arbitrary

starting values (Zl,Z.2,1&) listed in Table IV, convergence

was obtained after 61 response evaluations to an acc~racy

of c = 10-3 (Fig. 1). The final parameter values are also

found in Table IV. Fig. 10 shows the initial and optimized

gain response together with an experimental verification
of the optimized amplifier. An excellent agreement with

experiments is found. A N yquist stability cheek has been

performed to ensure that the driving point impedance
ZL + ZD’ does not have any zeros in the right-half com-

@ex frequency plane [25].

The results obtained in this section indicate that once a

realistic circuit model is established, optimization can

easily “be carried out to a high degree of accuracy without

additional effort in computation of derivatives. Future

work in the area of TED reflection amplifiers could be di-

rected towards the application of stable extremely broad-

banded devices now being available [28].

VI. CONCLUSION

A new nongradient minimax optimization algorithm

has been developed and implemented. By extensive com-

parisons with known gradient and nongradient algorithms,

it has been established that the new algorithm is superior

when solving network design problems” for whic~ the ad-
joint network method is not feasible for gradient Computa-

tions. This means that the proposed algorithm is par-

ticularly relevant to design of microwave networks where
parasitic and other nonideal effects are present. Applica-

tion of the method is straightforward once a circuit model

is developed and the results presented for design of inter-

digital filters and reflection amplifiers demonstrate the

reliability and versatility of the method.
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Microwave Effect on Rabbit Superior Cervical Ganglion

KENNETH R. COURTNEY,

AND

JAMES C. LIN, MEMBER,

CHUNG-KWANG CHOU,

Absfracf—Rabbit superior cervicaf ganglia were exposed to CW

2450-MHz fields within a temperature-controlled waveguide en-

vironrrient. Absorbed power densities between 2 ~d 1000 W/kg

failed to significantly influence transmission Iatencies of responses

recorded from postganglionic fibers due to stfiulation of either B

(myelinated) or C (umnyelinated) fibers in the preganglionic trunk.

INTRODUCTION

THERE have been numerous reports on the effects of

microwave radiation on the central nervous system

(CNS). This can be significant since the nervous system

processes the multitudinous information coming’ in from

the periphery and determines the signals to be transmitted

back to the different parts of the body to initiate various
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motor activities. Unfortunately, many of these reports

have suffered from a lack of procedural detaiki which make

the evaluation of the purported findings diti cult [1] and

others have based their findings on nonspecific changes

which only implicate nervous system involvement.

Previous work in this laboratory has shown that during

controlled irradiation of the heads of cats, shifts in the

latencies and amplitudes of evoked thalainic responses

can occur [2~[4]. However, these changes were evident

only in cases where the incident microwave power was

suEicient to induce an increase in the thalarnic temper-

atures. Subsequent experimentation with conduction heat-

ing via fluid circulating heat exchanges imp] anted at the

base of the skull also corroborated the preceding observa-

tions [5]. The complexity of the thalamic preparation,

however, seriously limits the interpretation of the ob-

served phenomenon iri terms of precise neural involve-

ment. Consequently, a study was initiated where isolated

mammalian and amphibian nerves were irradiated in vitro
in a Ringer’s filled waveguide environment. It “was found

[6] that the conduction characteristics of these peripheral

nerves were not affected by microwave radiation if care

was taken to control the temperature surrounding the

nervous tissue during microwave exposure. The isolated

peripheral nerve functions only as a neural transmission

line, however, and these studies do not reveal the sig-


